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Discussion of ”Dissecting multiple imputation from a multi-phase
inference perspective: what happens when god’s, imputer’s and analyst’s
models are uncongenial?”
Abstract

We would like to first congratulate Drs. Xie and Meng on their excellent work on investigating the mystery of
multiple imputation. Multiple imputation (MI) has been promoted as a general purpose estimation tool for
missing data, but there are debates over its statistical validity in many practical situations. This article will
certainly serve an important building block to address these debates from a multiphase inference perspective.
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DISCUSSION
BY X. XIE AND X. L. MENG
Shu Yang and Jae Kwang Kim
North Carolina State University and Iowa State University

1. Introduction
We would like to first congratulate Drs. Xie and Meng on their excellent
work on investigating the mystery of multiple imputation. Multiple imputation
(MI) has been promoted as a general purpose estimation tool for missing data,
but there are debates over its statistical validity in many practical situations.
This article will certainly serve an important building block to address these
debates from a multi-phase inference perspective.
Multiple imputation was originally designed to handle missing data for publicreleased databases. The imputation process and subsequent analyses of the imputed datasets are separate. Therefore, this multi-phase inference features the
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(MI) has been promoted as a general purpose estimation tool for missing data,
but there are debates over its statistical validity in many practical situations.
This article will certainly serve an important building block to address these
debates from a multi-phase inference perspective.
Multiple imputation was originally designed to handle missing data for publicreleased databases. The imputation process and subsequent analyses of the imputed datasets are separate. Therefore, this multi-phase inference features the
possibility of uncongeniality. The authors focused on m = ∞ to avoid Monte
Carlo error and introduced simple examples to highlight a number of key concepts. Specifically, we would like to discuss robustness, self-efficiency, confidence
validity, and the links with the EM algorithm and fractional imputation.

2. Robustness
The authors demonstrated the hidden robustness when the analyst assumes
more than the imputer through a simple example in Section 2.2. In the missing
data literature, two lines of research have focused on different parts of distributions: multiple imputation models the data distribution; inverse probability
weighting and doubly robust estimation (Bang and Robins (2005); Kang and
Schafer (2007)) model the response probability. To gain robustness, researchers
have investigated combining inverse probability weighting and multiple imputation to improve robustness of estimation (Seaman et al. (2012); Han (2015)). The
authors’ theory for MI can be used to cover these phenomenons.
We would like to point out that robustness is generally achievable in many im2
XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG
putation methods. To illustrate the idea, consider the bivariate data (xi , yi ), i =
1, · · · , N, with yi being subject to missingness. Without loss of generality, assume
the first n y  s are observed and the other N − n y  s are missing. Let m(x; β) be
 as the imputed value
the “working” model for E(Y | x) and take yi = m(xi ; β)
n


for yi , where β satisfies i=1 {yi − m(xi ; β)} = 0. In this case, the regression


i } is algebraically equivalent
imputation estimator θI = N −1 { ni=1 yi + N
i=n+1 y
to the two-phase regression estimator
θtp,reg = N −1

N

i=1

yi + n

−1

n

i=1

(yi − yi ) .

Under MCAR, using the argument in Kim and Rao (2012), θI is asymptotically
i is
unbiased regardless of the choice of m(xi ; β). If the response probability π
n
−1
−1
i (yi − yi ) = 0 holds.
i in X so that i=1 π
available, then we can include π
Then, the regression imputation estimator is algebraically equivalent to
θtp,reg = N −1

N

i=1

yi + N −1

n

i=1

π
−1 (yi − yi ) ,

which is also asymptotically unbiased regardless of the choice of m(xi ; β). Thus,
i−1 , the resulting imputed estimator
as long as the column space of X includes π
is doubly robust. This is essentially the main idea of doubly robust imputation
as discussed in Kim and Haziza (2014).
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i=1 π
Then, the regression imputation estimator is algebraically equivalent to
θtp,reg = N −1

N

i=1

yi + N

−1

n

i=1

π
−1 (yi − yi ) ,

which is also asymptotically unbiased regardless of the choice of m(xi ; β). Thus,
i−1 , the resulting imputed estimator
as long as the column space of X includes π
is doubly robust. This is essentially the main idea of doubly robust imputation
as discussed in Kim and Haziza (2014).

3. Self-efficiency
We believe that self-efficiency is defined with respect to an analyst’s model
and the missing data mechanism. We agree that self-efficiency is indeed a weaker
requirement than self-sufficiency, but is frequently violated in common practice
for multi-purpose estimation. Even in the ideal case when the imputer and the
analyst’s models are congenial, the requirement for the complete-data estimator
to be self-efficient is restrictive. We have examined several scenarios, which are
fairly common in practice; however they fail this requirement.
Example 1. Consider a simple linear regression model Y = β0 + β1 X + , where
 ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), X is always observed, and Y is subject to missingness with MAR.
Suppose the analyst is interested in estimating µ = E(Y ) and η = E{I(Y <
c)}, where c is a prespecified value. The complete-sample estimator solving
n
Yi − µ = 0 is self-efficient; however, the complete-sample estimator solving
i=1
n
i=1 I(Yi < c) − η = 0 is not self-efficient.
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is interested
in estimating µ = E(Y ) and consider the complete-sample estimator
n
by solving i=1
Y − µ = 0. Yang and Kim (2016) claimed the Rubin’s comby solving ni=1 Yii − µ = 0. Yang and Kim (2016) claimed the Rubin’s combining rule is not consistent in this case. There are two ways of viewing this in
bining rule is not consistent in this case. There are two ways of2 viewing this in
XM’s framework: under the model Y = µ + , with  ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), the analyst’s
XM’s framework: under the model Y = µ + , with  ∼ N (0, σ ), the analyst’s
estimation procedure is self-efficient, but the model is not congenial with the
estimation procedure is self-efficient, but the model is not congenial with
the
imputer’s model; under the model Y = β0 + β1 X + , with  ∼ N (0, σ 22 ), the
imputer’s model; under the model Y = β0 + β1 X + , with  ∼ N (0, σ ), the
analyst’ estimation procedure is not self-efficient.
analyst’ estimation procedure is not self-efficient.
Example 3. Consider a log linear regression model, log Y = X TT β + , where
Example 23. Consider a log linear regression model, log Y = X β + , where
 ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). This model is especially useful for economic data that have skewed
 ∼ N (0, σ ). This model is especially useful for economic data that have skewed
populations where the assumption of a normal distribution is unlikely to hold.
populations where the assumption of a normal distribution is unlikely to hold.
Under this model, the analyst’s complete-sample estimator of µ = E(Y ) solving
Under this model, the analyst’s complete-sample estimator of µ = E(Y ) solving

nni=1 Yi − µ = 0 is not self-efficient. This example is discussed in Yang and Kim
i=1 Yi − µ = 0 is not self-efficient. This example is discussed in Yang and Kim
(2015).
(2015).
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4. Confidence Validity Versus Type 2 Error
The authors suggest constructing a conservative variance estimator 2T∞ for
which the multiple imputation procedure has confidence validity. Our concern is
how useful “confidence validity” is. Being conservative can protect Type 1 error,
but how about Type 2 error? We can have a situation where the statistical power
of the test based on MI is so low that it is better not to perform MI at all. To
illustrate this point, we performed a simple simulation study. In the simulation,
B = 2, 000 Monte Carlo samples of size n = 1, 000 were independently generated
from
(4.1)
yi = −1.5 + β1 xi + ei ,
where β1 ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.15}, xi ∼ N (2, 1), ei ∼ N (0, 1.04), and xi and ei are independent. Variable xi is always observed but the probability πi that yi responds
follows logit(πi ) = −1 + 0.5xi .
For each realized sample, we computed two estimators: the Complete-Case
(CC) method that only uses the complete cases for the regression analysis and the
MI estimator with m = 100. The imputer’s and analyst’s models are correctly
specified as (4.1). The prior for the parameters is a flat prior.
From the imputed data, we computed the 95% confidence intervals for β1 .
For the MI estimator, we used the conservative method 2T∞ . Table 1 shows that
the MI method loses quite a bit of power compared to the CC method. While the
point estimators are essentially the same in both methods, variance estimator in
4
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Table 1. Results of power estimates for testing H0 : β1 = 0 based on B = 2, 000 simulated
datasets. CC: the complete-case estimator; MI: the multiple imputation estimator with
the conservative variance estimator.
β1 = 0.05
β1 = 0.10
β3 = 0.15

CC
0.2
0.56
0.90

MI
0.04
0.28
0.66

5. Links with EM Algorithm and Fractional Imputation
The theoretical setup in Section 4 in XM’s article serves as a general platform
that links several important techniques, such as the EM algorithm (Dempster,
Laird and Rubin (1977)), Data Augmentation (Tanner and Wong (1987)), and
Fractional Imputation (Kim (2011); Yang and Kim (2015)). MI was originally
motivated in a Bayesian prospective, but its frequentist properties have been
studied by a number of researchers via the Bernstein-von Mises theorem. See for
example, Robins and Wang (2000); Yang and Kim (2016). Following the authors’
notation, θ̄∞ is the solution to
Here,

S A (Z

com

; θA )

I
E{S A (Zcom ; θA ) | Zobs ; θobs
} = 0.

(5.1)

is not necessarily the score function, rather, it is the es-
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(2015)). MI was originally
motivated in a Bayesian prospective, but its frequentist properties have been
studied by a number of researchers via the Bernstein-von Mises theorem. See for
example, Robins and Wang (2000); Yang and Kim (2016). Following the authors’
notation, θ̄∞ is the solution to
S A (Z

; θA )

I
E{S A (Zcom ; θA ) | Zobs ; θobs
} = 0.

(5.1)

Here,
is not necessarily the score function, rather, it is the escom
timating function that defines the parameter. That is, θ is defined through
E{S A (Zcom ; θA )} = 0. If S A (Zcom ; θA ) is chosen to be the score function, the
method is equivalent to the EM algorithm.
Fractional imputation is another effective imputation tool for general-purpose
estimation with its advantage of not requiring the congeniality condition. With
m = ∞, the fractional imputation estimator of θA is also the solution to (5.1),
I
is a consistent estimator of θI in the imputation model. Rubin’s apwhere θobs
proach of multiple imputation conducts separate analyses and then combining
them, whereas fractional imputation creates a single weighted imputed dataset
A , we can view θ̄ A =
for analysis. To investigate the asymptotic variance of θ̄∞
∞
A (θ
I ) and apply Taylor linearization:
θ̄∞
obs
A

∂ θ̄
A I
A
I
(θobs ) ∼
(θ0I ) + E( ∞
)(θobs
− θ0I )
θ̄∞
= θ̄∞
∂θI
∂ θ̄A
∂S I (Zobs ; θ0I ) −1 I
A
∼
(θ0I ) − E( ∞
)E{
} S (Zobs ; θ0I ),
= θ̄∞
∂θI
∂θI
I
A (θ
I ) is
where θobs
is the solution to S I (Zobs ; θI ) = 0. Thus, the variance of θ̄∞
obs
A (θ I )−BS I (Z
I ), where B = E(∂ θ̄ A /∂θ I )
;
θ
approximated by the variance of θ̄∞
obs
∞
0
0
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E{∂S I (Zobs ; θ0I )/∂θI }−1 . This is the standard linearization method for imputa-

tion variance estimation, as discussed by Clayton et al. (1998), Robins and Wang
(2000), Kim (2011), and Yang and Kim (2015). Resampling method will also
provide valid variance estimation. Therefore, the fractionally imputed dataset
coupled with replicated resampling weights provide another basis for consistent
inference for multi-purpose usage. Of course, this may come at the price of a
larger data storage space and more complex analysis.

6. Concluding Remarks
We conclude by thanking XM for their enlightening article, and we appreciate the opportunity to offer our viewpoints on this interesting problem. We
look forward to their responses to our major points regarding robustness, selfefficiency, confidence validity, and the links with fractional imputation.
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DISCUSSION
Roderick Little and Tingting Zhou
University of Michigan
Xie and Meng’s paper is a theoretical tour de force, providing further insight
into the performance of multiple imputation combining rules when the imputer
and analysis models differ. Implications for practice are not entirely clear, at least
to us; one conclusion is to continue to use the MI combining rules, while seeking
to minimize differences between the imputer and analyst models, or attempting
to ensure that the differences are in the direction of making the MI combining

